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Back in 1816 when the curtain came down on the premiere of Rossini's Barber of Seville, no one 
expected this work to survive. It was booed and greeted with a rain of produce. The Roman 
audience was angry that the 24-year-old composer would dare do his own version of the famed 
Beaumarchais play which had already been done by Paisiello 34 years earlier. Had they paid 
close attention, they would have discovered the inventiveness and the humor which has become 
Rossini's masterpiece. 
      
Opera San Jose's production which opened last weekend at the California theatre doubles down 
on the comic elements to create a madcap romp. Director Layna Chianakas kept her principal 
singers approaching their foibles and dilemmas very seriously as lots of funny moments evolve. 
She even added some tossed carrot bouquets in a bow to the widely seen (on YouTube) Looney 
Tunes cartoon of Bugs Bunny playing the Figaro role in the Rabbit of Seville.  
 
The structure of the story is a simple one with a desirable young maiden, Rosina, kept 
sequestered by an aging but still lusty guardian, Dr. Bartolo. A dashing hero, Count Almaviva, 
pretends to be an impoverished student who wants to marry her and then there is a fixer who 
makes all the plot turns work, namely the barber, Figaro. 
     
Opera San Jose recruited an outstanding cast of excellent singer-actors who move the fast paced 
tale through to its happy conclusion.  
     
The Figaro role is shared by two of the company's resident baritones, Matthew Hanscom who 
sang the performance we saw last Sunday and Brian James Myer who sang Saturday night's 
opening. He will also sing on Nov. 20 and 22, while Hanscom will be Figaro on the closing 
show, Nov. 27. The famous "Largo al Factotum", as delivered by Hanscom was a bit of operatic 
wizardry in its dizzying patter song telling of the many kinds of "jobs" the barber "of quality" 
stands ready to perform. 
    



In her debut with OSJ, mezzo soprano Renee Rapier singing Rosina brings the lustrous lower 
range of a coloratura contralto. The big lush tones enriched her character  and blended well is her 
duets and other ensembles. She excelled in her introductory aria "Una voce poco fa". 
    
As the count, Kirk Dougherty, tenor-resident artist, takes on a series of guises to win Rosina's 
hand. His range of characters and their diverse musical forms stretched from pretending to be a 
drunken soldier to an importuning romantic lover.  
    
Dr. Bartolo is performed by veteran bass-baritone Valerian Ruminski, who demonstrated 
remarkable patter song abilities. He gives a nuanced portrayal which makes the much put-upon 
guardian a sympathetic character. 
    
Other supporting roles included Don Basilio, unctuously played by bass Colin Ramsey. His key 
aria "Calunnia" about spreading rumors to undermine the count, brought a rousing ovation. 
Berta, a long suffering maid of all work in the Bartolo household is sung with gusto by Teressa 
Foss . Her stirring mezzo tones notably enhanced the act ending crescendos which Rossini 
masterfully puts together. The sextet closing the second act provides a stand-and-deliver tumult 
of babbling nonsense words accompanied by the orchestra's bubbling double timed notes. 
     
Andrew Whitfield conducted crisply and sensitively to bring all of Rossini's scoring its full 
richness. Assistant conductor Dana Sadava will be at the podium on Nov. 22 and Nov. 27. 
     
An imaginative pair of sets, one exterior and one interior, was designed by Matthew Antaky, 
who has done several OSJ stagings. An oil painting adorns the wall of Dr. Bartolo's living room. 
A close look reveals it is the visage of a regal lady in classic Spanish garb. It happens to be the 
company's painted portrait of its founder and guiding spirit, the late famed diva Irene Dalis. And 
it seemed to this viewer that she was smiling along with the audience, at the rollicking hijinks 
that filled the three hour performance. 
 
 


